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Thordsen customs frs-15 gen iii stock with buffer tube cover

BUILDING SUCCESS Thordsen Customs is proud to announce the release of featureless Rifle Stock-15 Generation III (FRS-15 Gen III). Two years of research, manufacturing and testing went into this new model for FRS-15. Based on what we learned from FRS-15 Gen I and II and talking to thousands of our satisfied customers, we have been able to bring
you a new rifle stockpile for your AR platform, which is unlike anything currently available. It offers a separate format and function by offering new options for shooters, while its predecessor, the current FRS-15 Gen II, remains a relevant and economical alternative to unspeeded conversion. In states like California and New York, ar platform legislation has
made Featureless Rifles very popular in those states. In addition, the FRS-15 Gen III's more traditional rifle storage look-and-feel appeals to gun owners nationwide. Just like our previous FRS-15 Rifle Stock model, the FRS-15 Gen III is designed to help law-abiding citizens keep their guns in accordance with current and future laws. Replacing the pistol
handle and adjustable storage with the FRS-15 Gen III rifle stock effectively removes these two prohibited features while maintaining all weapon functions. Shooters now have options for shorter or longer traction. The 1/2-inch space can be removed or increased to increase inventory length by 0-2.5 inches. Each set includes two spaces, and an additional
space can be purchased for the base model, which adds 1.5. All types of shooters appreciate the traditional hunting rifle-style curved grip and the feel of a solid shoulder. Our new slingshots are designed to be placed between two length modes and are standard loop and mash hook styles. FrS-15 Gen III can be easily and financially configured and tailored
to your needs. STANDARD KIT vs ENHANCED KIT: Standard options or improved options refer to the bumper tube cover features that come with your package and are just like all models in your FRS-15 inventory. Our FRS-15 series is not only designed as the most ergonomic solution for featuresless conversions, but they are also tailored to meet our
customers' individual needs and budgets. Many people use their rifles in different ways, and our standard and improved kits allow maximum utility. The difference between the two sets is the bumper tube cover. Standard FRS-15 kits are more tailored for those who primarily shoot off the bench or prefer a two-point box. The improved FRS-15 series contain
two other fast detachable points. The advantage is that if the user wants a one-point s tick, the focus is aligned with the barrel, which keeps the muzzle facing straight down. COMPATIBILITY: Fits where a standard carbine-long recoil system suitable for any AR-15 receiver Suitable for many brands of billet AR-15 receivers FEATURES: Bottom or side
mounting ring loops (optional) Thickened Grip Interchangeable side panels Aggressively check extract Grip storage compartment Kuminen buttpad Many updates &amp; Accessories available SPECIFICATION Material: Material: 33% Glass-turned Nylon Hard dots: Black oxide coated steel Total length 12.5 Pulling length: 12 Min - 15.5 Max Storage weight:
20.5 oz. Bumper tube cover weight: 3.3 ounces. Bumper tube cover length: 7.5 KIT INCLUDES: FRS-15 Rifle Stock Enhanced Buffer Tube Cover w/ QD Ergonomic end plate Installation equipment Mounting wedge Full-color installation instructions FRS-15 stock is with over 80,000 rifles in AMERICAAN and just like tens of thousands of satisfied customers,
we believe it is the best featureless solution on the market. The FRS-15 was one of the first features-free warehouses available, and we have a patent for applying rifle-style grip ergonomics to an AR receiver. The FRS-15 replaces both the adjustable stock &amp; pistol grip feature of your black rifle and has evolved through three generations of improvements
and upgrades into the most versatile, safest, and functional option for featureless use. Frs-15 is made in California, the owners of California guns. We are working hard to protect the rights of legitimate gun owners and offer them the opportunity to comply with rapidly changing gun laws. FrS-15 Gen III is compatible with AR-15 and AR-10 platforms and
Carbine or A2-length recoil systems. It is also compatible with the AK-47 and the CZ Scorpion and SIG SAUER MCX/MPX. The modular design offers a range of other slingshot options, cheek raises and the length of your attraction choices to meet both your needs and budget. .308 APPLICATIONS Most .308 receivers are expanded to a larger upper receiver
and bolt rack group at 1/2 rear. To fit the FRS-15 GEN III carbine and rifle kits correctly, an additional A2 spacer and a .308 receiver adapter are required. The kits are avalable that contain everything you need to attach your FRS-15 Gen III warehouse to DPMS, Black Rain Ordnance or Windam Weaponry .308. CARBINE LENGTH RECOIL
CONFIGURATION RIFLE LENGTH RECOIL CONFIGURATION STANDARD KIT vs ENHANCED KIT: Standard or enhanced options refer to the features of the bumper tube cover that are just like all MODELS in the FRS-15 inventory. Our FRS-15 series is not only designed as the most ergonomic solution for featuresless conversions, but they are also
tailored to meet our customers' individual needs and budgets. Many people use their rifles in different ways, and our standard and improved kits allow maximum utility. Difference the series has a Bumper Tube cover. Frs-15 standard kits are more tailored for those who shoot off the bench or preferably a two-point vaasa. The improved FRS-15 series contain
two other fast detachable points. The advantage is that if the user wants a one-point s tick, the focus is aligned with the barrel, which keeps the muzzle facing straight down. COMPATIBILITY: Suitable for any standard carbine-long recoil system Suitable for any forged AR-15 receiver Suitable for many billet AR-15 receivers Suitable for many AR-10 versions
of the DPMS profile (with optional adapter) Suitable for Black Rain Ordinance and Windham Weaponry AR-10 versions (with optional adapter) Smith Smith &amp; Wesson M&amp;P 15/22 (optional adapter) FEATURES: Bottom or side mounting slingshots (optional) Thickened Handle Interchangeable Side Panels Aggressively Check handle storage
compartment Kuminen buttpad Many updates &amp; accessories available TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Material: 33% Glass-ed fully edible Nylon Total length 12.5 Pulling length: 12.00 min-15.50 max Storage weight: 20.5 oz. Bumper tube cover weight: 3.3 ounces. Bumper tube cover length: 7.5 KIT INCLUDES: FRS-15 GEN III Rifle Stock Three LOP
Spacers Standard Buffer Tube Cover Ergonomic Endplate Mounting Hardware Mounting Hardware Mounting Hardware Mounting Full Color Installation Instructions RESTRICTED STATE ADVISORY READ FULL DOCUMENT Printable installation instructions Legislation toward AR-15 and other weapon platforms in states such as California and New York
has made the going feature-free viable option for forced registration. Just like our previous models, FRS-15 GEN III is designed to help law-abiding citizens keep their guns in accordance with current and future laws. In addition, the more traditional look and feel of the FRS-15 GEN III rifle stock appeal to gun owners nationwide and not just in restrictive states.
FRS-15 GEN III NEW FEATURES: Thicker grip Shorter tens drive length (Carbine and gas piston) Stackable tensilization surface length up to 3.5 Multiple slingshot loop options Beefier structure CaA and MFT cheek supports (accept rifle) Adaptable for platforms other than AR-15, Like the AK-47 Heavier, for better rifle balance, the more traditional look FRS-
15 GEN III CARBINE STOCK KITS Combined with tried and true carbine buffer tube covers FRS-15 GEN III storage creates a great profile without compromising functionality. Side panels can break down to add CAA or Mission First Tactical cheek support. STANDARD KIT vs ENHANCED KIT: Standard options or improved options refer to the bumper tube
cover features that come with your package and are just like all models in your FRS-15 inventory. Our FRS-15 series is not only designed as the most ergonomic solution for featuresless conversions, but they are also tailored to meet our customers' needs and budgets. Many people use their rifles in different ways and the kits enable maximum add-in. The
difference between the two sets is the bumper tube cover. Standard FRS-15 kits are more tailored for those who primarily shoot off the bench or prefer a two-point box. The improved FRS-15 series contain two other fast detachable points. The advantage is that if the user wants a one-point s tick, the focus is aligned with the barrel, which keeps the muzzle
facing straight down.   COMPATIBILITY: Suitable for any standard carbine-long recoil system Suitable for any forged AR-15 receiver Suitable for many billet AR-15 receivers Suitable for many AR-10 versions of the DPMS profile (with optional adapter) Suitable for Black Rain Ordinance and Windham Weaponry AR-10 versions (with optional adapter) Smith
Smith &amp; Wesson M&amp;P 15/22 (optional adapter) FEATURES: Bottom or side mount loops (optional) Thickened Handle Interchangeable side panels Aggressively oak handle Handle storage compartment Kuminen buttpad Many updates &amp; accessories available TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Material: 33% Glass-edible nylon Total length 12.5
Pulling length: 12.25 min-15.25 max Load weight: 20.5 oz. Bumper tube cover weight: 3.3 ounces. Bumper tube cover length: 7.5 KIT INCLUDES: FRS-15 GEN III Rifle Stock Three LOP Spacers Standard Buffer Tube Cover Ergonomic Endplate Mounting Hardware Mounting Wedge Full color installation instructions Product Videos Custom Field Write a
Review 5 Posted by RICHARD LIBBY on Oct 5th 2020 This is awesome, best feeling and the best looking CA-enabled warehouse yet! 5 Posted by Roland Minden on Apr 16th 2019 I own a S&amp;W M&amp;P 15 Sport 2. Thorsden has installation instructions on its website. After talking to their technical staff, I was able to install the system and I love it. It
looks fantastic. Very ergonomic and adjustable with spacer. My only concern was the need to take the hook saw to my bumper tube, but that was due to the method S&amp;W used to adjust its product in accordance with current laws. Laws.
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